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Abstract: Embedding representation models characterize each word as a vector of numbers with a 1

fixed length. These models have been used in tasks involving text classification, such as recommen- 2

dation and question-answer systems. Semantic relationships are words with a relationship between 3

them providing a complete idea to a text. Therefore, it is hypothesized that an embedding model 4

involving semantic relationships will provide better performance for tasks that use them. This paper 5

presents three embedding models based on semantic relations extracted from Wikipedia to classify 6

texts. The synonym, hyponym, and hyperonym semantic relationships were the ones considered 7

in this work since previous experiments have shown that they are the ones that provide the most 8

semantic knowledge. Lexical-syntactic patterns present in the literature were implemented and 9

subsequently applied to the Wikipedia corpus to obtain the semantic relationships present in it. 10

Several semantic relationships are used in different models: synonymy, hyponym-hyperonym, and a 11

combination of the first two. A convolutional neural network was trained for text classification to 12

evaluate the performance of each model. The results obtained were evaluated with the metrics of 13

precision, accuracy, recall, and F1-measure. The best values obtained with the second model were 14

accuracy of 0.79 for the 20-Newsgroup corpus. F1-measure and recall of 0.87 respectively for the Reuters 15

corpus. 16

Keywords: Deep Learning; Embedding models; Semantic Relationships; Lexical Syntactic Patterns; 17

Convolucional Neural Networks 18

1. Introduction 19

The text classification as essays, research reports, medical diagnoses, opinions of a 20

product or event, or news begins when a computer system needs to provide a user with 21

the information he requests quickly and accurately [1]. A system that works with large 22

amounts of documents requires appropriate methods or algorithms for the computer to 23

understand and generate the desired results [2]. 24

The study of the meaning of words and how they are related is a task of Natural 25

Language Processing (NLP). The NLP has four levels of human language study, one of them 26

is the semantic level. The objective is to discover associations between words that will allow 27

us to define the implicit meaning of each sentence word by word and are used in the same 28

context to give a complete and coherent idea. The associations between the meaning of 29

each word are known as semantic relationships. The most used semantic relationships are 30

synonymy, hyponymy, meronymy, and holonymy [2]. Semantic relations of the synonymy 31

are those where there is a relation between two or more words that have the same or almost 32

the same meaning [3]. Hyponymy is a relationship that includes the semantics of one term 33

in another. Hyperonymy is the inverse relation to hyponymy. Therefore, hyperonymy is 34

the relation of a term that encompasses others semantically [4]. Some existing methods in 35
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the literature for extracting synonymy are the extraction of keyphrases where the relevant 36

words of each document are extracted. Then the relationship around them is identified [3]. 37

On the other hand, the literature also uses Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) that 38

are trained with characteristics of the existing relationships between extracted keyphrases 39

[3]. Nevertheless, lexical-syntactic patterns are generalized linguistic structures or schemes 40

validated by humans that indicate semantic relationships between concepts. The patterns 41

can be applied to identify formalized concepts and semantic relationships in natural 42

language texts [4]. Some methods are capable of extracting hyponym-hyperonym semantic 43

relationships from a text. The dictionary-based method is based on the use of lexical 44

ontologies such as Wordnet [4]. Clustering methods are incorporated to extract this kind 45

of relationship under the premise that similar words share similar contexts [4]. As in 46

synonymy relationships, there are lexical-syntactic patterns validated by experts. Their 47

function will be to strictly extract pairs of words where there is a hyponym-hyperonym 48

relationship [4]. In [5], they use the relations contained in the WordNet lexical database, 49

which has more than 120,000 related concepts. The existing semantic relationships are 50

more than 25 between more than 155,000 words or lemmas, categorized as nouns, verbs, 51

adjectives, and adverbs [6]. 52

So [5] generated a relationship embedding model based on matrix factorization by 53

extracting existing relationships from the WordNet lexical database. An embedding model 54

is a valuable word representation capable of capturing lexical semantics and trained with 55

natural language corpora. These are an improvement over traditional encodings like bag- 56

of-words or the heavyweight tf-idf. In recent years they have been included in the use of 57

algorithms developed in NLP [7]. They are reported in the literature as an essential tool in 58

NLP tasks such as part-of-speech tagging, chunking, named entity recognition, semantic 59

role tagging, and [7] parsing. 60

Natural language processing is responsible for generating algorithms so that a com- 61

puter understands the task it has to perform, imitating human capacity. Some of the more 62

popular embedding models are word2Vec [10], Glove [12], and fastText [11]. The concept of 63

embedding or word embedding model came to fruition in 2013 when Tomas Mikolov and 64

his team at Google developed the embedding model they named word2vec. The model has 65

the sub-models continuous bag of words (CBOW [8]) and skip-gram [9]. CBOW receives a 66

context, and predicts a target word [8]. On the other hand skipgram [9], where each word 67

is represented as a bag of n-grams of [12] characters. The Glove embedding model was 68

developed in 2014 by Jeffrey Pennington [10]. The Glove model combines the advantages 69

of the two main family models in the literature: global matrix factorization and local 70

context window methods. The model works with the non-zero elements in a word-word 71

co-occurrence matrix rather than the entire sparse matrix or separate context windows in a 72

large [10] corpus. However, in 2015 Facebook researchers created the embedding model 73

called fastText, which has pre-trained models for 294 languages. The authors relied on the 74

skipgram [11] model. The classification algorithms use word embedding models such as 75

Glove or fastText, intending to improve the accuracy of the NLP algorithms. 76

The advancement of technology has made it possible to speed up processes, for exam- 77

ple: searching for a specific document, generating a summary, and extracting keyphrases 78

from a text. However, computational processes need to model knowledge to generate an 79

accurate result as the human being would do [2]. 80

Text classification is a task carried out by a neural network or an algorithm such as 81

decision trees or nearest neighbors so that large amounts of unordered documents are 82

ordered into classes according to the characteristics of each one [2]. 83

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have been adopted for text classification tasks, 84

generating successful results. A CNN is a multilayer or hierarchical network. CNN is built 85

by stacking multiple layers of features. One layer is made up of K linear filters, and an 86

activation function [13]. A CNN is distinguished by the fact that the network weights are 87

shared between different neurons in the [13] hidden layers. Each neuron in the network 88

first computes a weighted linear combination of its inputs. This process can be visualized 89
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as evaluating a linear filter on the input values [14]. A CNN is the most effective learning 90

to a set of filters. The same set of filters is used on the data set, forcing the network to learn 91

a general encoding or representation of the data. The weights are restricted to be equal 92

across different neurons on the CNN, allowing a better network generalization to perform 93

normalization. What distinguishes a CNN is the presence of a subsampling or pooling 94

layer. The latter allows optimizing the calculation processes to reduce the size of the data 95

in learning new data, allowing recognition of different characteristics [13]. 96

This research aims to develop three relationship embedding models. The creation 97

of embedding models is conditional on the available semantic relations. Therefore, this 98

paper focuses on extracting a corpus in English from Wikipedia with 5,881,000 documents 99

as the first task. Subsequently, a repository of lexical-syntactic patterns was generated to 100

extract synonymy, hyponymy, and hyperonymy from Wikipedia. For the development of 101

the embedding model, the procedure based on matrix factorization proposed by [5] was 102

used. The text classification was carried out to approximate the performance of the models 103

proposed in this work and the one exposed in [5]. A CNN was used for this purpose, 104

obtaining favorable results. The main contributions of this work are a) three models of 105

embedding semantic relationships; b) a comparison of the performance of the embedding 106

model based on semantic relationships present in WordNet and the three models proposed 107

in this paper; c) three models that show that semantic relationships are a valuable resource 108

for automatic text processing. It is observed that the results obtained are variable because 109

each proposed embedding model has diverse semantic information. 110

The article is organized as follows: in Section 2, the work related to this research is 111

exposed. Section 3 shows the methodology proposed in this research, while the results 112

are presented in Section 8. The conclusions and future work are presented in the section 5. 113

Finally, the references consulted in the development of this work are shown. 114

2. Related Works 115

This section presents related works in the same field. Most use word embedding 116

models to mention a few Glove [12], fastText [11] and word2vec [10]. 117

Authors such as [5] proposed developing an embedding model based on the WordNet 118

semantic network. The relationships were taken into a relationship matrix, interpreting 119

each relationship with different weights. Subsequently, they applied matrix factorization 120

that included processes such as Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI), L2 norm, and Princi- 121

pal Component Analysis (PCA). The authors evaluated the performance of the resulting 122

embeddings in a conventional semantic similarity task, obtaining results substantially 123

superior to the performance of word embeddings based on huge data. 124

In [15] they expose a text classification method that uses the Bag-of-Words repre- 125

sentation model with term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf ) to select the 126

word(s) with the largest sum tf-idf as the most representative with similar signification. 127

Also, the Glove word embedding model finds words with similar semantic meanings. 128

The results were compared with methods such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), 129

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), a hybrid approach 130

based on PCA+LDA with the Naïve Bayes classifier. The data sets were BBC, Classic, 131

and 20-Newsgroup. The final results showed that the proposed algorithm provided better 132

classification than the dimension reduction techniques. The authors defined a new metric 133

to evaluate the classifier’s performance on reduced features. 134

Random Multimodel Deep Learning (RMDL) for image, video, symbol, and text classi- 135

fication is proposed by [16]. RMDL aims to find a deep learning structure and architecture 136

by improving robustness and accuracy. The data sets used were MNIST, CIFAR-10, WOS, 137

IMDB, Reuters and 20-Newsgroup. The text classification techniques used as a reference 138

to evaluate the proposed model are Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), Convolutional 139

Neural Networks (CNN), and Deep Neural Networks (DNN). In addition, they incorporate 140

the techniques of Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naïve Bayes Classification (NBC), and, fi- 141

nally, Hierarchical Deep Learning for Text Classification (HDLTex). Feature extraction from 142
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texts was performed with the Glove and word2vec embedding models. The evaluation 143

metrics used were precision, recall, and F1-measure. 144

The authors [17] expose an improved model based on Graph Neural Network (GNN) 145

for document classification. The model builds different graphs for each text it receives and 146

then classifies them, reducing memory consumption in a neural network. The data sets 147

were from the Reuters and 20-Newsgroup. The Glove embedding model was used with a 148

Convolutional Neural Network and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM). The metric used 149

for model evaluation is accuracy. The results showed that the proposed model achieves 150

higher accuracy levels than the existing literature models. 151

In [18], a study that compares the accuracy levels of the word2Vec, Glove, and fastText 152

embedding models in text classification using a Convolutional Neural Network is carried 153

out. The data sets used in the experiments comprised the UCI KDD file, which contains 154

19,977 news items and is grouped into 20 topics. The results showed that fastText performed 155

better in the classification task. However, when comparing the results of Glove and 156

word2Vec with those provided by fastText, the difference in accuracy is not crucially 157

significant, so the authors conclude that their use depends on the data set used. The metric 158

for the evaluation of the proposed model was accuracy. 159

In [19], a generative probabilistic model for text documents is exposed. The model 160

combines word and knowledge graph embeddings to encode semantic information and 161

related knowledge in a low-dimensional representation. The model encodes each doc- 162

ument as points in the von Mises-Fisher distribution. The authors developed a varia- 163

tional Bayesian inference algorithm to learn unsupervised text embeddings. The results 164

showed that the model is applied for text categorization and sentiment analysis. The data 165

sets used were Obsumed, 20-Newsgroup and Reuters. The evaluation metrics used were 166

precision, recall, accuracy, and F1-measure. 167

The authors [20] present an approach to the problem of classifying texts from sets with 168

few data and sets with data of different lengths. The proposed approach represents texts 169

of any length with 138 features in a fixed-size linguistic vector. The authors addressed 170

two classification tasks: text genres with or without adult content and sentiment analysis. 171

The classification models used were Random Forests, RNN with BiLSTM layer, and the 172

word2vec and BERT models. The evaluation metric used was accuracy. 173

In [21], the authors compare different strategies for aggregating contextualized word 174

embeddings along lexical, syntactic, or grammatical dimensions. The purpose is to perform 175

semantic retrieval for various natural language processing tasks. The authors defined 176

a set of strategies for aggregating word embeddings along linguistic dimensions. The 177

representations were applied to address tasks such as part-of-speech labeling, identifying 178

relations and semantic frame induction, sequence and word-level labeling, named entity 179

recognition, and word sense disambiguation. The experiments use the word2vec, ROBERTA 180

embedding models, and the nearest neighbor classifier. The evaluation metric used was 181

F1-measure. The datasets used were those provided by Semeval 2007,2010,2018, CoNLL, 182

SensEval, and TwitterAirline. 183

In [22], a methodology is presented for sentiment analysis with hybrid embeddings 184

to improve the available pre-trained embedding functions. The authors applied Part of 185

Speech (POS) tagging and the word2position vector over fastText to develop the hybrid 186

embeddings. The metric used in the evaluation process was the accuracy with different 187

deep learning ensemble models and standard sentiment datasets. The data set used was a 188

movie review (MVR). The embedding models used were word2Vec, fastText, and Glove. 189

The results demonstrate that the proposed methodology is effective for sentiment analysis 190

and can incorporate techniques based on linguistic knowledge to improve the results 191

further. 192

A text classification model with convolutional neural networks such as Graphical 193

Neural Network (GCN) and Bidirectional Recursive Unit (Bi-GRU) is exposed in [23]. 194

The model was designed to address the lack of ability of neural networks to capture 195

contextual semantics. Furthermore, it extracts complex non-linear spatial features and 196
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semantic relationships. The word2vec embedding model is used during the experiments. 197

The evaluation metrics were precision, recall, and F1-measure. The dataset used in the 198

experiments is THUCNews. The authors report that the proposed model can relate better 199

to the context. Furthermore, by extracting information on spatial features and complex 200

non-linear semantic relationships from the text, the model outperforms other models in 201

terms of accuracy, recall, and F1-measure. 202

Knowledge graphs as an additional modality for text classification is explored in [24]. 203

Additionally, they explore the inclusion of domain-specific knowledge to deal with domain 204

changes. The authors proved that combining textual embeddings and knowledge graphs 205

achieved good results when applied to a BiLSTM network. The evaluation metrics used 206

were precision, recall, and F1-measure. 207

The authors in [25] present a study on the text classification task, investigating methods 208

to augment the input to Deep Neural Networks (DNN) with semantic information. Word 209

semantics are extracted from the Wordnet lexical database. A vector of semantic frequencies 210

is formed using the weighted concept terms extracted from WordNet. They selected the 211

concepts through various semantic disambiguation techniques, including a basic projection 212

method, a POS-based method, and a semantic embedding method. In addition, they 213

incorporated a weight propagation mechanism that exploits semantic relations and conveys 214

a propagation activation component. The authors incorporated for semantic enrichment 215

the word embedding word2vec, fastText, and Glove with the proposed semantic vector 216

using concatenation or replacement, and the result was the input of a DNN classifier. The 217

datasets used during the experiments were 20-Newsgroup and Reuters. The evaluation 218

metrics used for evaluation were F1-measure and macro-F1. Experimental results showed 219

that the authors’ proposed study increased classification performance. 220

The authors in [26] propose an investigation on applying a 3-layer CNN model in short 221

and long text classification problems through experimentation and analysis. The model is 222

trained using a word embedding model such as fastText. The datasets used are Ag News, 223

Amazon Full and Polarity, Yahoo Question Answer, Yelp Full, and Polarity. In addition, 224

they applied a pre-processing process to each dataset to remove missing, inconsistent and 225

redundant values. Subsequently, each corpus was tokenized and converted into word 226

vectors. The maximum sequence of a sentence was set to the maximum length of text in the 227

dataset. The authors also applied classifiers such as random forest, logistic regression, extra 228

tree classifier, gradient boosting machine, and stochastic gradient descent. The performance 229

of each classifier was compared with that obtained with the model proposed by the authors. 230

The results obtained showed that the proposed model outperforms traditional classifiers. 231

The evaluation metrics used are precision, recall, accuracy, and F1-measure. 232

In this paper, we propose to generate three word embedding models. The models will 233

be based on matrix factorization proposed by [5]. In contrast to [5] the models proposed 234

in this work will be formed by relations extracted with lexical, syntactic patterns from an 235

English Wikipedia corpus. The only additional pre-processing applied over the corpus is to 236

remove non-ASCII characters and convert them to lowercase. To evaluate the performance 237

of the proposed models with the one provided by [5], classification of the corpus 20- 238

Newsgroup and Reuters will be carried out with a Convolutional Neural Network. The 239

results evaluate the proposed models based on precision, accuracy, recall and F1-measure 240

metrics. 241

3. Proposed Method 242

This section presents the proposed method, which include the following steps: the 243

extraction of semantic relationships from Wikipedia; the construction of embedding models 244

based on semantic relationships; and, text classification with a Convolutional Neural 245

Network (CNN). 246
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3.1. Semantic relationships extraction from Wikipedia 247

This task is carried out as follows: Semantic relations are extracted from Wikipedia 248

[29] in English. However, Wikipedia is a corpus that lacks labeled datasets with seman- 249

tic relationships between concepts. Therefore lexical-syntactic patterns are proposed to 250

extract word pairs and semantic relations between them from Wikipedia. The patterns 251

were converted to regular expressions in the Python programming language. A previous 252

preprocessing was applied to Wikipedia, including removing non ascii characters and 253

converting them to lowercase. The implemented patterns are used to identify semantic 254

relationships (synonymy, hyponymy, and hyperonymy) from Wikipedia. 255

The patterns were analyzed by each semantic relationship from the literature. In 256

this way, pattern sets were obtained for synonymy from [3,27,27] and for hyponymy- 257

hyperonymy from [4,28,30,31]. As an example, some obtained patterns applied in this 258

paper are shown in Table 1 and Table 2. 259

Table 1. Lexical-syntactic patterns to extract synonymy relationships

Concept 1 Relation Concept 2

X also called Y
X called as Y
X also known as Y
X usually called Y
X is called Y
X are called Y
X sometimes called Y
X know as Y
X also referred to as Y
X often described Y
X commonly known as Y
X also named as Y
X abbreviated as Y
X commonly called as Y
X is often referred to as Y
X is referred to as Y
X alias Y
X aka Y
X as known as Y
X frequently abbreviated as Y
X called as Y
X commonly known as Y
X anciently named as Y
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Table 2. Lexical-syntactic patterns to extract hyponymy and hyperonymy relationships

Concept 1 Relation Concept 2

X such as Y
X include Y
X especially Y
X is/are Y
X is one of the Y
X like other Y
X usually Y
X one of these Y
X one of those Y
X be example of Y
X for example Y
X which be call Y
X which be name Y
X mainly Y
X mostly Y
X notably Y
X particularly Y
X principally Y
X in particular Y
X is a/and/the Y
X other than Y
X is the single Y
X including or/and Y
X except Y
X called Y
X including Y
X another Y
X called Y
X i.e. Y

The patterns are applied to Wikipedia texts to obtain sets of word pairs for each se- 260

mantic relationship. Table 3 shows word pairs with the semantic relationship of hyponymy 261

and hyperonymy. The words involved in semantic relationships are enumerated. In Table 3 262

column id:Word values 0 to 13 are assigned for each word. For example, in the relationships 263

elephant-mammal, and cat-animal, the word elephant has the identifier 0; mammal 1, cat 264

2, and animal with the identifier 3. The id:Word column exposes the identifiers of the 265

relationships without repetition. The assigned identifiers are used to fill a matrix as the 266

representation model. 267

Table 3. Example of semantic relationship identifiers.

Word1 Word2 id:Word

0:elefante 1:mamífero 0:Elefante
2:gato 3:animal 1:Mamífero
4:dedos 5:mano 2:Gato
6:perro 7:animal 3:Animal
8:gato 9:mamífero 4:Dedos
10:brazo 11:mano 5:Mano
12:jirafa 13:animal 6:perro

7:Brazo
8:Jirafa

The number of relationships for synonym, hyponym-hyperonym extracted from 268

Wikipedia are shown in Table 4. 269
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Table 4. Semantic relationships extracted

Relationship Total

Synonym 1,200,000
Hyponym-hyperonym 6,966,042

The sets of word pairs for each semantic relationship are used to represent them into 270

embedding models. 271

3.2. Construction of Semantic Relationship-based Embedding models 272

The embedding models are based on the identifiers assigned in id:Word from Table 5. 273

A matrix M is filled by adding a value of 1 to M. In Table 5 Word1 0:elephant and Word2 274

1:mammal are represented in the matrix 3 at position 0,1 add a 1. However Word1 8:cat 275

and Word2 9:mammal are represented in position 2,1, because Word2 mammal already has 276

an identifier. 277

Table 5. Example of filling a relationship matrix M

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Three embedding models with semantic relationships are developed from matrix M. 278

However, the models include the most frequent relationships from the vocabulary. It was 279

achieved by weighing the type tf-idf and selecting the 40,000 relationships with the most 280

frequent words. 281

For the first model, the semantic relationships extract synonym1 and synonym2 rela- 282

tionships. The synonym of both synonyms is of interest, adding the relation synonym2 283

and synonym1. Therefore, in the relationship matrix M, a one is assigned to represent the 284

relation synonym1 and synonym2 and synonym2 and synonym1. 285

The second model represents the hyponymy and hyperonymy relationships and also 286

represents the hyperonymy and hyponymy relationships at the same time. 287

Given the semantic contribution that synonymy, hyponymy, and hyperonymy gener- 288

ate, it is proposed to generate a model with the three semantic relations in a single model. A 289

one is assigned in the M matrix for the three relationships. Therefore, the relationship ma- 290

trix M is assigned to "1" value represent synonym1 and synonym2, synonym2 and synonym1, 291

hyponymy and hyperonymy, and hyperonymy and hyponymy, respectively. The number 292

of relationships used in this model was only 50% of those used in the model that only 293

includes synonyms and 50% of those used in the model that only includes hyponymy and 294

hyperonymy. 295

For each model, the M relationship matrix will be generated, i.e., the semantic rela- 296

tionships are represented with a 1. Subsequently, the following procedure is applied: 297

1. Enrichment of M to represent the strength of the semantic affinity of identified rela- 298

tions or nodes that are not directly connected by an edge, using the equation: 299

MG = (I − αM) (1)
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Where 300

(a) I is the identity matrix. 301

(b) M is the array where each Mi,j counts the number of paths of length n between 302

nodes i and j. 303

(c) α decay factor that determines how shorter paths dominate. 304

2. MG is subjected to the Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) to reduce the possible 305

bias introduced by the conversion to words with more senses. 306

3. For a correct conversion application: Each line in MG is normalized using the L2 norm 307

to correspond to a vector whose scores sum to 1, corresponding to a transition matrix. 308

4. The MG matrix is transformed using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce 309

the vectors’ size and set the dimension of the encoded semantic space to 300. 310

3.3. Text classification using CNN 311

The text classification task is carried out with the three embedding models described 312

above. The datasets 20-Newsgroup and Reuters exposed in 4.1 are used to evaluate their per- 313

formance. In addition, also the model proposed in [5], fasText and Glove are implemented 314

to compare them. 315

The 20-Newsgroup and Reuters sets are preprocessing prior to use in conjunction with 316

embedding vectors in the Convolutional Neural Network. It includes the following steps: 317

1. Remove html tags 318

2. Remove punctuation symbols 319

3. Remove stop words 320

4. Convert to lowercase 321

5. Remove extra whitespace 322

The neural network used is composed of an input layer, an intermediate layer and an 323

output layer. The middle layer is composed of: 324

1. Embedding layer: Embedding layer to incorporate a pre-trained embedding model. 325

2. Cov1D layer: Creates a kernel that convolves with the input of the layer over a single 326

dimension to produce an output tensor 327

3. MaxPooling1D layer: Downsamples the input representation by taking the maximum 328

value over a spatial window of size n. 329

4. Concatenate layer: takes a list of tensors as input, and returns a single tensor 330

5. Dropout layer: Prevents overfitting by giving each neuron a 50% probability of not 331

activating during the training phase. 332

6. Flatten layer: Transforms the shape of the input to a one-dimensional vector. Dense 333

layer: Fully connected layer with an output dimensionality of 512 and ReLu activation 334

function. 335

Subsequently, the classification performance was evaluated with precision, accuracy, 336

recall, and F1-measure metrics. 337

4. Results and Discussion 338

The results obtained provided a view of the three proposed models. Based on them, 339

it can be seen that they still do not outperform the Glove or fastText models. However, 340

they are capable of outperforming models based on WordNet in some models and bod- 341

ies. The following sections present the results obtained and evaluated with the metrics 342

precision, recall, accuracy and F1-measure, as well as the data sets used in this work. 343

4.1. Dataset 344

An English corpus from Wikipedia was used to extract semantic relationships (syn- 345

onymy, hyponymy, and hyperonymy). The extraction was performed using a repository 346

of lexical-syntactic patterns previously taken from the literature for the three semantic 347

relationships. Each pattern was converted to a regular expression. The extracted semantic 348
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relationships are what will form the embedding models. Table 6 exposes the number of 349

documents and tokens of the Wikipedia corpora for the extraction of semantic relationships 350

as well as Reuters1 and 20-Newsgroup2 for the classification task. 351

Table 6. Dataset.

Corpus Documents Tokens

Wikipedia 5,881,000 3,380,578,354
20-Newsgroup 20,000 1,800,385
Reuters 18,456 3,435,808

Table 7 exposes the embedding models used in this work. The Glove and fastText 352

models are the most popular in the literature and have been trained on large corpora. On 353

the other hand, a model based on WordNet with 60,000 tokens used is exposed. The models 354

proposed in this work are also exposed: synonymy and hyponymy-hyperonymy; and a 355

combination of both. As can be seen, the relationships that form these three models contain 356

fewer relationships than those shown in Table 4. The computer equipment used during the 357

experiments has a memory supporting a low number of tokens. 358

Table 7. Embedding models.

Embedding models Data Vector size

Glove 6 billion tokens and have representa-
tions for 400 thousand words 300

fastText 1 million word vectors and 16 billion
tokens 300

WordNet 60 thousand tokens 300
Synonyms 40,000 tokens 300
Hyponym-Hyperonym 40,000 tokens 300
Combination 40,000 tokens 300

4.2. Experimental Results 359

The experimental results obtained with the implementation of the proposed procedure 360

are presented below. The results showed that the proposed relationship embedding model 361

obtains better results than those proposed with relationships extracted from WordNet [5]. 362

Table 8 shows the results obtained by classifying the corpora 20-Newsgroup and Reuters. 363

The precision metric is identified by the tag P, recall by R, accuracy by A, and F1measure 364

by the tag F. It is observed that the results obtained when applying the WordNet-based 365

relationship embedding model do not exceed the results obtained with the Glove and 366

fastText models. 367

The results for the corpus 20-Newsgroup exceed the results obtained with fastText with 368

a recall of 0.78 and an accuracy of 0.79 for the model that involves three relationships. 369

In addition, it outperforms WordNet, obtaining results of 0.75, 0.78, and 0.79 for the 370

precision, recall, and accuracy metrics, respectively. The results when classifying the corpus 371

Reuters outperforms Glove and fastText with an F1 of 0.70 and a recall of 0.74 and only Glove 372

with an accuracy of 0.84 for the model incorporating synonyms. For the same corpus, a 373

performance of 0.80 is obtained for the precision metric and 0.87 for the recall and F1-score 374

metrics with the model incorporating three semantic relationships, improving WordNet. 375

In addition, the model that incorporates synonymy relationships obtains an accuracy 376

of 0.84 in the classification of the corpus Reuters versus an accuracy of 0.68 reported by the 377

WordNet model. It is estimated that the results exceeded those obtained with WordNet 378

1 https://trec.nist.gov/data/reuters/reuters.html
2 http://qwone.com/~jason/20Newsgroups/
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because the relationships included in each proposed model were the most frequent in the 379

total number of relationships obtained. 380

In some cases the exposed models outperformed Glove and fastText. However, these 381

results are still shallow, so it is expected that including a greater number of semantic 382

relationships in each model will exceed both the model exposed by [5] but also Glove and 383

fastText. 384

Table 8. Results obtained with the CNN and the proposed models

Embedding model 20-Newsgroup Reuters
P R A F1 P R A F1

fastText 0.76 0.74 0.75 0.75 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.71
Glove 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.72 0.66 0.66 0.67
WordNet 0.66 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.71 0.68 0.68 0.68
Hyponym-hyperonym 0.75 0.78 0.79 0.66 0.72 0.67 0.67 0.68
Synonyms 0.66 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.70 0.74 0.84 0.70
Combination 0.67 0.59 0.59 0.60 0.80 0.87 0.77 0.87

5. Conclusions and future work 385

This paper has presented three embedding models based on semantic relationships 386

for text classification with a Convolutional Neural Network. 387

Semantic relationships were extracted from Wikipedia using lexical-syntactic patterns. 388

The models presented incorporate the semantic relationships of synonymy, and hyponymy- 389

hyperonymy, combining them. Also, synonym1 − synonym2 and synonym2 − synonym1 are 390

included. On the other hand, the inverse of the hyponym-hyperonym is also included. It 391

generates three relationship embedding models: synonyms, and hyponyms-hyperonyms, 392

and the three relationships. 393

On the other hand, the behavior of each model presented is evaluated through text 394

classification. In addition, its performance is compared with the results obtained when 395

evaluating the performance of the WordNet relationship embedding model proposed by 396

[5]. The results showed that the proposed models outperform those obtained by the model 397

based on the semantic relationships present in WordNet. The main contributions of this 398

work are three models of embedding semantic relationships extracted from Wikipedia in 399

English. The first model represents synonymy, the second for hyponymy-hyperonymy, and 400

the third a combination of such three relationships. Also, a comparison of the embedding 401

models based on semantic relationships is presented. 402

In this way, results showed the lack of a more significant number of tokens in each 403

model. In addition, three models expose the importance of semantic relationships providing 404

complete ideas in a text. They become a helpful resource in natural language to enrich a 405

sentence. 406

Therefore, incorporating more semantic relationships will give each exposed model 407

better results in the text classification task. 408

This work will be helpful for data analysts because semantic embedding models 409

continue to be a tool that improves results when applied in a task that involves the treatment 410

of textual information. It is observed that the results obtained are variable because each 411

proposed embedding model has different semantic information. 412

As future work, different models of the lexical-syntactic patterns to extract semantic 413

relationships could be incorporated. As well as adding another semantic relationship such 414

as part-whole or causal and semantic roles, it is considered that it will improve the levels 415

of performance obtained. In addition, an investigation addressing Spanish News and 416

Wikipedia in Spanish will be relevant. 417
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